The theory of associated forms, founded by Hermite,t and developed by Clebsch, and Sylvester, and by many others, has as its primary object the study of sets of concomitants of a system of forms Fy,F2, ■ ■ •, such that every concomitant of the system is quasi-reducible, on multiplication by a power of a certain concomitant of a set, in terms of the members of this set. By expansion of each form of a system of binary forms, in terms of a pair of linear covariants as arguments, there is obtained the so-called typical representation of the system in which all coefficients are invariants; and every concomitant of the system is rational in the associated set consisting of the totality of these invariants, the two argument forms, and a multiplier which is the resultant of the two arguments.
Extension to typical representation of binary forms of even order in terms of three quadratic covariants as arguments has been made by Clebsch.J
In the first section of the present paper is given a generalization of the above theory, in which the system of ground forms is represented typically in terms of two quadratic covariants, and, under restrictions, in terms of two nies. This generalization is both natural and comprehensive, and gives remarkable syzygetic relations among the forms of a complete system. The second section is devoted to associated and to complete systems of concomitants of a binary form / under a general linear transformation t, which are functions of the coefficients of t as well as of the coefficients and variables of /.
These concomitants have various unique properties; for instance, the factor r of a concomitant C in the equation expressing the invariant property, C = rC, is not, in all cases, a power of the determinant of t.
In the third section one of a system of ground forms is assumed to be a universal covariant of a special group. If the usual domain of rationality of concomitants is then altered by adjunction of the multiplier invariant of a certain associated set (an absolute constant), this set furnishes a fundamental system under the special group. Certain obscurities in the theory of in-I. Generalizations in the theory of associated forms 1. Formal groundwork of the theory. I showed a few years since that the binary form / of order n (m + 1 ) -1, whose coefficients are arbitrary variables, has a unique expansion* in terms of any two binary nies /i", f2n, fin = a0xï + na1 x"'1 x2 + ■ ■ ■ , f2n = ß0 x\ + nßy xf1 x2 + provided only that the resultant R of /in, f2n does not vanish, in the form -{Pda)^-1 = ^-1"-i; \ßda) = ßoda~0+---+ßnda~n-
The infinitude of symbolical expressions
constructed by analogy with the symbolical concomitants of a binary ?rac, represent rational and integral isobaric functions of the forms d>in-i, fin,Í2n, and all P's are annihilated by the three isomorphic operators and therefore by [ß ( d/da) ] also.* This is a sufficient as well as a necessary condition for the invariance of the F's under the formal alterations of the quantics fy", f2n, given by the equalities /in = Xi /i" -+-Pi f2n , f2n = X2 /in + P2 fin , where (Xp) 4= 0;/í" = a'0 x" + na[ x'{~1 x2 + In this paper much use is made of the explicit expressions for the forms <¡>in-y in terms of the a's and ß's. If we assume (pin-y = Pío xt 1 + Piyx" 2X2 + ■■ ■ + Pin-y XT'1 (i = 0, , »i), and regard equation (1) as an identity, it gives just a sufficient number of linear equations in the quantities p,-y for their unique determination by Cramer's rule. The absolute terms of this linear system are respectively the coefficients Co, ai, • • •, a"(m+i)_i of/.
The matrix of the system is the matrix of the coefficients of the n (m + 1 ) forms of order n(m + 1) -1 below, save for binomial multipliers common to elements of columns, which we omit (cf. (1)):~« ~J fm ~» ~J fm-l f t ; pi Xl^ijln, XyX^Jin J2n , '"j XyX,J.,n (j = 0, •■■ ,n -l;t-n-j-1).
The determinant of this matrix is a constant times I$m(m+V =(= 0.
Example. If n = 2 and / is any form of odd order 2m + 1, the matrix is A similar type of expansion of a binary form fm of order m, with arbitrary coefficients, of which we shall make use, is one in terms of argument forms of unlike orders, /i",, /2r)2. We prove the following Lemma. // /i",, /2r,2 are any two given binary quantics of respective orders n\, n2, and if 4>im-n< = P,:0 XT'"' + Pil XT"''1 X2+ ■■■ + Pim-n, Xf' (*" = 1, 2 ) , then a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the linear system in the quantities pa obtained by making 4>lm-n¿-n\J lnx I <P2m-nt~rc2 J2n2 , and, so far as the orders permit repetitions, v repetitions of this process for an arbitrary order m gives an expansion more explicit than (3), viz., (4) fm = 0<r7w + »tfW /*,+ ••■+ Wfinjiï + Wit*, wherein the coefficient forms are all of order less than ny + n2 -1. This expansion is not unique, in general, for, as seen above, arbitrary parameters remain in the coefficients of the forms <¡>{v), \p^, except in particular cases analogous to the case ?iy + n2 --= m + 1 in (3). 2. Covariant expansions. Connection of the foregoing theory with invariant principles is made by regarding the argument forms in (1), (3), or (4) to be covariants of a definite set of linear transformations, either universal covariants of this set or covariants of/ under the set. The following existence theorem proved for expansions of type (3) holds as well for type (1) and the unique cases of (4). 
which proves the theorem. For expansion (1) the equations analogous to (8) are
In the case ni + n2 < m + 1 in (3) and for the non-unique cases of (4) the above proof does not hold. In numerous particular instances, however (cf. § III (26)), I have found that the arbitrary parameters which remain in the coefficient forms <j> in these expansions can be determined so that relations analogous to
The functions <f>y = (pym-ni, d>2 = <p2m-ni are then covariants whose coefficients involve arbitrary parameters.
Generalized typical representation.
Let S be any system of binary forms subject to general algebraic transformations t, and let K be a complete system of concomitants of S, which contains two covariants fyn, f2n of order n, whose resultant does not vanish.* Then every covariant C of S whose order is of the form n(m -f 1) -1 can be developed in a covariant expansion (1) and is thereby represented typically in terms of/i",/2n as arguments, and of other concomitants of K of orders < n. The multiplier invariant in this representation is the resultant R of fln, f2".
If n -2, C represents any covariant of S of odd order. Thus the concomitants in K of orders Si 2 form an associated system for the representation of all covariants of odd order, in which the multiplier invariant is the resultant of any pair of quadratic covariants whose resultant does not vanish.
If we multiply any co\ariant C of even order of S by a definite linear covariant I in K and expand IC in the arguments/i2, /22 by formula (1) we get an expression of C in terms of the covariants/12 ,/22 and concomitants of orders < 2 in which the denominator concomitant is of the form lRa.
Again, covariants of S can be represented typically in terms of two covariants of respective unlike orders ny, n2, when the orders of these covariants satisfy conditions which make expansion (3) or, more generally, expansion (4), unique.
The multiplier invariant is then the resultant of the argument forms /ln,, /2"2.
The simplest system S affording numerous examples of this theory is the well-known system of a quadratic / and a cubic g. The fundamental set K here contains the following fifteen forms: Invariants D = (f,f)2, (/, A)2, R, (fs,92y,(f3>gQ)6,R being the discriminant of g; linear covariants (/, g)2,
(f2,9?, (/, Q)2, (f2, Q)3; quadratic covariants /, A = (g, g)2, (/,A)»; cubic covariants g, (/, g)1, Q = (g, A)1. The problem of determining the associated system A for orders Si 2 in this case requires only the selection of two of the three quadratic covariants as argument forms and expressing their resultant, the multiplier for the associated system, in terms of the invariants in K. All covariants in K of orders greater than 2 are then expressed in terms of A by expansion formula (1) (or (3) with nj = n2 = 2).
The resultant p of any two quadratic forms is readily determined as the discriminant of their jacobian. Hence,
Similarly,
We append the resulting representation of the covariant g when the arguments are chosen to be A, /:
In the case where S consists of a single binary quintic / the fundamental system K consists of 23 concomitants, of which three are quadratics, viz., i= (/,/)«, d2,HY, a3,ny, where H is the hessian of/.
Selecting the first two of these as argument forms, all covariants in K oí odd order > 2, of which there are eight, are represented in terms of an associated set of orders Si 2. The hermitian skew invariant does not occur in the multiplier invariant p as its degree is 18, whereas the degree of p is 16.
II. Systems belonging to prescribed domains 1. Domains of rationality.
The general transformation t leaves fixed a point (ka, kb) provided that s = (ay s + a2)/(ß0s + ßy) (s=a/b).
Thus t leaves invariant the two linear forms fy = 2/30a-!+ (ßy -ay+A)x2, /_! = 2/30.T!+ (ßy -ay -A)x2, where A = \( ßy -ay )2 + 4/30 a2, the roots of />, /_i being the poles of t.
Also t has the covariant fy /_i, or J = ß0 x\ + ( ßy -ay ) Xy x2 -a2 x\.
Ordinary rational integral concomitants of a form under / belong to a domain, which we designate by R3 ( 1, 0, 0 ), determined by the coefficients and variables of that form. The covariant J belongs to a domain obtained from R3 by adjunction of the coefficients of the transformation t, which will be indicated by P2 ( 1, í, 0 ). Moreover, /i and /_i belong to a domain Pu ( 1, t, A ) obtained by adjunction of A to P2.
The forms /i, /_i, J, and the concomitants considered below in this section, being functions of the coefficients of t, are primarily invariants of a single transformation t, but «i and ßi appear in them only in the combination ai -ßi; hence, if e is a fixed constant, our invariants belong to a one-parameter continuous group leaving two points fixed, and characterized by the equation a\ -ßi -2eß0. An important sub-problem under the general case is given by assuming en -jSi = 2e0o, a2 = -ßo ■ Then J, deprived of a Constant factor, is a universal covariant of the set given by
of which the orthogonal transformations are a particular case. All of our systems, particularized for t\, belong essentially to the domain R3 ( 1, 0, 0 ).
Both orthogonal and boolean systems are special cases of the general systems given in this section. We shall revert to this phase of the question in Section III.
2. Complete systems in Rx ( 1, t, A) of the transformation t. If a binary form / = a0 a-f + mai xf*1 x% + • * • be represented typically in terms of /i, /_i as argument forms, the multiplier invariant, a power of which occurs in the denominator of the expansion of/, is 4/?0 A. This is an absolute constant and is, essentially, the quantity adjoined to define R\(l ,t, A).
Writing the expansion in the form is not a power of the determinant of t, ( a\ ßi -a2 ß0 ), but is a product of powers of the factors pi, p_i of this determinant in Pi, (12) Pi = i («1 + 01 +A), p-i = H<*i +ft-A).
In fact, writing Ci = pj1, c2 = pz\, it results from I (9) that 3. Systems belonging to R2(l, t, 0).
It will be shown hereafter that complete systems of / in R2 may be constructed from associated systems by taking the set S of ground forms to be the quantics/, J. Since, however, the forms 4>m-2i do not satisfy some of the hypotheses (cf. (13)) fulfilled by ordinary invariants of / under the group of general linear algebraic transformations, it is desirable to develop a special method for systems of / under t in R2, and later to identify the results obtained by the two methods to be employed. The expansion of this function in ascending powers of pi has for the terms free from pi in it the sum of all of the products of the 0's which are invariants with v = 0, each product affected by the power of D which is its multiplier. The invariants of this set which are asyzygetic are those possessing the same power of D as multiplier. Not all of these invariants belong to P2 • But the products may be arranged in conjugate pairs (\pp, 0_p), etc., and by replacing y}/p, ^_p respectively by i/'p + yp-p, typ -\p-p we get the complete asyzygetic sets which, neglecting factors involving A, belong to R2. In fact \f/-p is derived from \f/p by changing all factors <pm-2i into <p_(m_2¿) ; and that the power of D figuring as multiplier in the invariant relation for \p-p is the same as the power for \pp is easily proved. The products of functions <pm-2i occurring in the portion of the expansion of T (/) free from py, which are affected by the factor Dk, furnish a complete asyzygetic set of concomitants in R2 of multiplier Dk.
These products have only to be arranged in conjugate pairs ( \[/p, \p-p ) and the terms of each pair replaced by \f/p + \f/-p, \f/p -ip-v respectively.
We shall now illustrate this theorem by exhibiting the explicit systems given by these methods for the forms of orders 1,2,3. m = 1. The generating function for invariants of a linear form/ is
When this is expanded it is found that the terms free from pi are Complete systems derived from associated systems. The systems treated in section II may be derived from certain associated systems, and by a method which is of importance in the invariant theory of various special sets of transformations.
Construct, in terms of the forms fy, /_i as arguments, the typical representation of the system S of ground forms consisting of an mic / and the covariant J.
The representation of/ is given by (11), that of J is J itself since /1/-1 = 4/30 </. The multiplier of the associated system is the absolute constant 4/30 A which we adjoin to the domain.
The fundamental system of/ under t in jR2 then consists of an associated system of S = {/, J], with A, as a constant, omitted.
We can construct this associated set explicitly by making the following substitution in the associated system of an mic / and a quadratic Jy = 60 x\ + 2&i Xy x2 + b2 x\, in which the multiplier invariant is the square root of the discriminant of Jy :
,in.
(ai bo by b2 Xy x2\
Thus, in case m = 2, the covariant (aoby -aybo)x\ -\-( a0 b2 -a2 b0 ) xy x2 + ( ay b2 -a2b y ) x\ becomes 02 /1 -0-2 /-I , and this is the fourth form of (17i). Similarly the sets (I61), (17i), (18) may all be derived from the corresponding associated systems of / and Jy. 2. Orthogonal systems. An obscurity which has long persisted in the theory of orthogonal invariants may now be cleared up. To quote from the paper by Elliott on orthogonal binariants referred to above : " Absolute orthogonal invariants of a p-ic are invariants of the p-ic and x\ + x\ and vice versa. It has therefore been hastily supposed elsewhere that the complete irreducible invariant system of a p-ic and a quadratic produces exactly the complete (absolute) orthogonal system for the p-ic, when x\ + x\ is taken for the quadratic.
A first case of the redundancy of the former system for the latter purpose is exhibited above [the reducibility of the covariant Q of the cubic in terms of the orthogonal system corresponding to the set (18)]. The search for complete absolute orthogonal systems is not identical with the search for invariant systems of forms one of which is a quadratic."
The inference here is that orthogonal systems require a special method of treatment not comprehended in the ordinary theory for integrally complete systems under the general binary group G. We can now show, however, that the orthogonal invariant theory is essentially identical with the theory of associated systems under G. For, by particularizing the transformation ii of II 1 into the orthogonal transformations a;i = x[ cos 0 -x2 sin 8, a;2 = a;i sin 6 + x'2 cos 6
(making e = 0, 0o = sin 6, 0i = cos 6 ) J becomes essentially x\ + x\, while the concomitants exemplified in the table in II 2 are freed from the coefficients of the transformation and become the non-absolute orthogonal concomitants of the respective forms /, the multiplier A of the associated system now becoming a constant times V-1. At the same time the sets in R2, (16i), (l7i), (18) are also freed from the coefficients of the transformation and become the complete absolute orthogonal systems. Thus the absolute orthogonal invariant system of a form / is given precisely by the associated system of the set/, x\ + x\, where the multiplier invariant is the square root of the discriminant of x\ + x\.
The lowest instance where this associated set is smaller in number than the ordinary integrally complete simultaneous system of / and x\ + x\ is where m = 3. In fact, in the general case of the system (18) of the transformation t, the covariant Q of the cubic is reducible, on multiplication by a power of A, in terms of the set (18). Hence if we make the substitutions (20) in the systems (16i), (17i), (18) these become the boolean systems of the forms of respective orders 1, 2, 3. Moreover, the invariants in the table in II 2 become, under (20), systems of a species of boolean invariant in which the factor in the invariant equation is a product of powers of pi, p_i as below (cf. (13)), pi = cos a + i sin a, p_i = cos a -i sin a.
The two invariants of the linear form, for example, become (22) (cos w -i simo)ao -ay, (cos w + i sin w)a0 -ai.
4. Kleinian groups. The formal nature of the invariant systems treated in section II shows that they may be interpreted when the transformation t has complex coefficients ay, a2, ß0, ßy. In particular, the multiply infinite set represented by a-i = (2tß0 + ßy)x[ -ßox'2, 'i: x2 = ßo X\ + ßy x2, where € is a fixed and ßo, ßy arbitrary complex numbers, has the universal covariant q = x\ -2txyx2 + xl;
and the systems tabulated in II, particularized for ty, become complete systems with complex coefficients, free from the arbitrary coefficients in ty. Note that the latter transformation includes all types of substitutions with complex coefficients excepting the parabolic type, i. e., includes the elliptic, hyperbolic, and the loxodromic types. The following theorem is easily proved :
Theorem.
PAe forms Ft(x) (t = 0, ■ ■ ■, n -1) are universal covariants of C, satisfying the invariant relations (23) Ft(x') =P(n_i)t(X)-1Pi(a:).
The general quantic / of order m in n variables, whose coefficients are arbitrary variables, can be given a typical representation by expanding it in terms of the forms Ft(x) (t = 0, ■ ■ •, n -1 ) as arguments.
The multiplier of the resulting associated system, i. e., the invariant, a power of which occurs in the denominator in the expansion of /, is the éliminant of the tí linear arguments.* This resultant, being a function of nth roots of unity only, is a constant which we may adjoin to the domain of rationality.
The coefficients in the expansion will be linear expressions in the (m+^-1) coefficients of/, belonging to the domain R of rational functions of the Tith roots of unity. These linear expressions, (ra+""_1) in number, constitute a complete system of invariants of / under C in R. | 6. A transformation leaving an involution fixed. The systems in R2 treated in section II are complete for any transformation t whose only covariant in P2 is a power of the quadratic represented by J.
There exist no covariants of the general transformation t other than /i /_i and its powers. This appears by consideration of the generating functions employed in II, but a direct proof of the fact is possible.
Since t has but two poles, any other quadratic covariant of t, as K = x\ -26a;i x2 + cx\, p. 2ayb + a2, 2b
The covariant J = ß0x\ -2ay xy x2 -a2 xl is the jacobian of /12, f22. Hence the Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that a binary form be transformed into itself by T is that it be equal to a power of J times a product of powers of forms in the involution L. The double points of this involution are the poles of T.
If we expand a quantic /2m+i in the argument forms /12, f22 according to the formula (1) I, the coefficient forms 0,i (i -0, • • •, m) are linear covariants of /2m+i under T in R2 ( 1, T, 0 ). Then it is manifest that a fundamental system of concomitants of /2m+i under T in this domain is precisely the simultaneous system of the m + 1 linear covariants 0,i ( i = 0, • • • , m ) taken with the covariants of the transformation, e. g., /12, /22. Definitive processes appertaining to T for the construction of this joint system are not known.
We append the coefficient covariants 0oi, 0n for the case where the expanded form is a cubic. If D = -a\ -ß0 a2, then, -a2 2)001 = (a\ao -3«i a2 ay + 3a? a2 + ai ß0 a3)xy -Da3 x2, (25) -a2 -D011 = (oiy a2 a0 + 3a2 ß0 ay -Say ß0 a2 -ßla3) Xy + ( -al a0 + 3«i «2 ai + 3a2 ßo «2 -«i ßo a3)x2.
Note that the so-called skew-orthogonal transformations form a special case of T, but, also, that in this case the poles are real and rational, and the domains Ry, Rq coincide. 7. Modular systems. One of the main features of the general theory of sections I, II of this paper is its character as a formal algorithm under which a variety of invariant systems for special groups can be studied. Consider the group of binary transformations T in which the four parameters are least residues modulo p, where p is a prime number.
A complete system of universal covariants mod p of T consists of* L = xi x2 -xi xi, Q = (xT x2 -an xt) + L = x\*-*> + • • • + xV^^.
Regarding all equations in I 2 to be congruences modulo p, and setting /i7ii = Q, /271, = L in (3) and in (4), it appears that a binary form of order m = p2 is reducible in terms of Q and L and two first degree formal modular covariants of respective orders p and p2 -p -1. This raises the question whether the modular expansions (3) for m > p2, containing arbitrary parameters in their coefficients, may always have these parameters determined so the coefficient forms d>im-pt+P, <b2m-p-i are modular covariants. Assuming this, (4) shows that the general quantic of order m > p2 -1 is reducible modulo p in terms of Q, L, and its own first degree covariants of orders from 0 to p2 -1 inclusive.
For the case p = 2 I have answered this question in the affirmative for the general order m .f
For the case p = 3 I have actually reduced in this manner the forms of orders m = 32,m = 10, m = 11, thus verifying the existence of the desired expansion in a very typical case. Thus, while the theorem given below has not been proved in as general a form as is stated, I venture to give it in its general form for the notice of mathematicians who may be interested.
Since the proposition relates to the reducibility of the general quantic we may state it as a theorem on covariants.
The maximum order of an irreducible covariant modulo p of any binary form or set of forms is p2 -1.
For the case m = ll,p = 3,we find/ = d>uQ + 027 L ( mod 3 ), where 015 = a0Xi + (ai + a3 +\S)x*¡x2 + (a2 + at + a6 -\T)x\ x\ (26) + (a6 + a-i + a9 -XS ) x\ x% + (a8 + ai0 + XP) an x2 + On x\, where S = ai + a3 + a5 + a7 + a9, T = a2 + a4 + a6 + a8 + aio, and X is any least positive residue modulo 3. The septic covariant 027 is readily obtained as the quotient modulo 3 of / -Q0is divided by L. A complete system of formal modular concomitants of a binary form / could be obtained, under this theorem, as a simultaneous system of a set of * Dickson, these Transactions, vol. 12 (1911) , p. 75. t O. E. Glenn, these Transactions, vol. 17 (1916), p. 545. first degree covariants of / of orders not exceeding p2 -1. Note, however, that the methods by which this simultaneous system would be constructed would be the definitive construction processes for simultaneous invariants and covariants under the modular group T, and these definitive construction processes are not fully known. Nevertheless, for fundamental systems of pure invariants in the modular realm, Dickson's theory of classes furnishes the requisite definitive methods.
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